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The Problem Tools & Lessons Apply the Lessons



>
The 

Problem

Since we provide many necessary services to several 
different audiences, from students, faculty, and staff, 
we wanted to improve how our audiences interact 
with the information we provide.

1

Accessibility Issues Poor User Experience

Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20200403181649/https://registrar.wisc.edu/

https://web.archive.org/web/20200403181649/https://registrar.wisc.edu/
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>
Tools & 
Lessons

2
Written Proposal

Inventory

Feedback Dashboard

Student Survey

Traffic Tracking

Website Analytics

Staff Anecdotes



2
Written Proposal

A proposal was written to show the need for a redesign, provide 
justification for the proposed changes, and set limits on the changes that 
were going to be made.

General changes, new navigation, and page standards were 
included in the proposal. This blanket approval set the 
scope. Be sure to formalize 

sideboards to justify 
decisions and say no

Lessons



2
Inventory

Page URL

Page title
Organizational team that owns the content
Links on the page
Screenshots and resources

A change inventory document what was 
happening to each existing page. 

Catalog what you can 
while completing the 
project

Lessons

A general inventory helped understand the starting point, set realistic 
goals, and provide a reference for information that had to transition to 
the new format.





2
Feedback Dashboard

Allowed SMEs the opportunity to provide feedback when 
they were able

Allowed me the ability to easily work my way through 
specific changes

Engage feedback early and 
often

Structure feedback 
collection from subject 
matter experts

Lessons

1.

2.

A feedback dashboard provides structure to feedback collection and 
specific steps for those you are asking to provide the feedback, which was 
necessary for this large amount of work.
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2
Student Survey

Knowledge of the Office

Prior Use of Services

What do current students know regarding the services that 
our office provide?

What services are commonly used, the experience of 
students, how students accessed our services.

OR

What services do students see themselves using in the 
future and via which source?

Lessons

Understanding audience 
perceptions can help determine 
the scope of your project.

Changes should target both 
frequent and prospective users.

Tabs to 
I. Centralize and display our 

main services
II. Minimize time sifting 

through other content



2
Traffic Tracking

Add an ‘other resources’ 
section to provide information 
on related offices

Lessons

In-Person Traffic Categories

Date
Time
Student/Parent/Faculty/Other
Type of Visit
Reason for Visit
Notes

In settings with high traffic 
volumes, traffic tracking 
documents can help monitor 
how your services are being 
used.



2
Website Analytics

Pageviews 30,146 (3.80% of total)

Unique Pageviews 26, 259 (3.84% of total)

Avg. Time on Page 00:00:57

Entrances 21,530 (4.11% of total)

Bounce Rate 51.96%

% Exit 48.37%

Website Analytics can help 
track how your services are 
being used and what is most 
useful to your audience.

Lessons

Create quick links leading to 
specific pages for highly 
requested services.



2
Staff Anecdotes

Q: What do you think the most common request we get is?

A: placing transcript orders, legal name changes, 
verification letters

Functions available in Student Center

Staff check-ins can help 
monitor how things are 
going and further justify 
your project goals.

Lessons

Justify changes, stronger 
push to create a detailed 
overview of the services we 
provide.



1. Identify Target Audience & Goals Early

2. Power of Multiple Sources of Data

3. Importance of Student Perspective

Homepage 
Takeaways
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>

Apply 
the 

Lessons

Tweet-Length 
Takeaways

Think of a tweet-length 
(280 characters) take away 
from our discussion today.



Questions?


